PedestalPro FH
FIXED HEAD ADJUSTABLE
PEDESTALS

Product Datasheet

The PedestalPro FH (fixed head) adjustable pedestal offers a high quality and economical option for supporting paving
systems on completely level surfaces.
Its impressive 22 – 550mm height range makes it perfect for areas with problematic height restrictions, as well as areas where greater height build up is required.
With a simple but very effective design, this pedestal makes for rapid and effortless paving installations.

KEY BENEFITS
•

Robust product ensuring stability of paving area

•

Perfect for very low height installations; adjusts down to 22mm

•

Accommodates all types of calibrated paving - concrete, granite, porcelain, etc.

PAVING SUPPORT HEAD
Due to its low proﬁle design, the support head allows this pedestal to go right
down to 22mm height. The head utilises a clever connection which allows it to
turn freely on top of the adjustable threaded section of the pedestal, meaning
that the pedestal height can be adjusted once the paving is on top. Paving is
spaced perfectly by the uniform spacer tabs.

ADJUSTABLE THREADED
SECTION
The robust threaded section allows for
incremental height adjustment within the given
range. Effortless to adjust, simply turn the
section by hand, even once the paving is in
place.

HEIGHT EXTENSION COLLAR
The extension collar part adds 126mm of height by simply threading onto the base of the pedestal. This simple yet sturdy
connection makes light work of supporting paving areas right up to 550mm. It is not necessary to determine how many of
these extension collars are required; the correct quantity is supplied according to what pedestal size is chosen.

SUPPORT BASE
The broad base spreads the load on the surface below and ensures stability. The pedestals are normally loose
laid onto rooﬁng membranes which must not be penetrated, or can be mechanically ﬁxed to concrete or other
substrates.
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FIXED HEAD ADJUSTABLE
PEDESTALS
SIZE RANGE

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The PedestalPro FH (ﬁxed head) adjustable
pedestal is the perfect solution where paving
is to be supported on a totally ﬂat area.
Capable of supporting joists as low as 22mm
off the surface, it will overcome the common
problem of height restrictions, as well as
quickly and simply elevating paving areas up
to 550mm high.

470-550mm

410-480mm

365-445mm

305-370mm

260-340mm

Material

PP Polyproylene (recyclable), UV resistant

Biological/Chemical

Resistant to moulds, algae, alkali, bitumen

Height Range

22-35mm, 35-55mm, 55-95mm, 95-165mm, 165-235mm,
200-270mm, 260-340mm, 305-375mm, 365mm-445mm,
410-480mm, 470-550mm

Compression

1000kg

Base Diameter

200mm

Head Diameter

120mm

Spacer tab thicknesses

2mm / 4mm (standard) / 6mm

Working Temperature

-40°C – 120°C

200-270mm

165-235mm

95-165mm

55-95mm

35-55mm

22-35mm

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Spacer Tab
Thickness Options: Standard: 4mm or Optional: 2mm/6mm

PEDESTAL QUANTITY
CALCULATIONS

Base Rubber Shock Pad

For help calculating quantities of
pedestals you require, or for any
other guidance regarding your
project, call Roof-Pro on
03335 771 500.

Installed to enhance acoustic properties,
or where membrane requires additional
protection.

Head Rubber Shock Pad
Installed to enhance acoustic properties, and
reduce movement with speciﬁc paving types,
e.g porcelain.
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